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Abstract:

We derive a multinomial sampling model for analyzing the relationships between two or more entities. The
parameters in the multinomial model are derived from factorizing multi-way contingency tables. We show
how contextual information can be included and propose a graphical representation of model dependencies.
The graphical representation allows us to decompose a multivariate domain into interactions involving only a
small number of variables. The approach formulates a probabilistic generative model for a single relation. By
construction, the approach can easily deal with missing relations. We apply our approach to a social network
domain where we predict the event that a user watches a movie. Our approach permits the integration of both
information about the last movie watched by a user and a general temporal preference for a movie.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we address the problem of predicting the existence of a relation between two or more
entities. Examples would be relations describing
the interest of a user for items, e.g., watches(User,
Movie), friendship relations in a social network, e.g.,
isFriendsWith(PersonA, PersonB), or patient treatment and patient diagnosis relations in a clinical
setting, e.g., getsTreatment(Patient, Treatment), hasDisease(Patient, Disease). Although a number of
different approaches have been proposed for this
task (Koller and Pfeffer, 1998; Taskar et al., 2002;
Getoor et al., 2007; Domingos and Richardson, 2007;
Kemp et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006), matrix factorization approaches are clearly among the leading approaches since they can readily exploit structure in
relational patterns. For relations with an arity larger
than two, tensor factorization recently have become
popular, enabling the modeling of relations such as
rates(User, Movie, Rating) or watches(User, Movie,
May2011) (Rendle et al., 2010). In most cases, matrix and tensor factorization have been implemented
in a deterministic interpretation, e.g., simply to complete a matrix or a tensor based on a low-rank approximation. Exception are the probabilistic approaches
in (Yu et al., 2006; Chu et al., 2006; Salakhutdi-

nov and Mnih, 2007) where Gaussian models and
Bernoulli models are employed to model preferences
of users for certain items. Here we show that by assuming a particular sampling scheme and by normalizing the factorized matrix and the factorized tensor,
respectively, we can obtain a probabilistic interpretation in terms of a multinomial model. In particular,
we assume that a statistical unit or a data point —
and thus also a row in the data matrix— is defined
by a relational tuple, i.e. an instantiated relation. As
an example, let a data point be defined by the observation that a particular user u watches a particular
movie m, let C be the contingency table of observed
user/movie pairs, and let Ĉ be the factorized and normalized contingency table. Then we would estimate
that P̂(u, m) = ĉu,m , where ĉu,m = {Ĉ}u,m . An advantage of this approach is that we only model what is
observed, which means that we do not need to employ a missing data mechanism for unobserved relations. This is particulary useful in the typical situation where only positive examples for a relation
are available. In many other approaches one needs
to specify if a relational instance not present in the
data should be assumed missing or non-existent. If
modeled as missing, potentially complex missing data
mechanism need to be applied.
Another advantage is that we now can extend the

model with contextual information. Let’s consider the
relation watches(User, Movie, LastMovieWatchedByUser, Month) which says that a user watches a
movie in a given month and where we also have information about the last movie that the user has watched.
Such a relation can be modeled by a four-way tensor
which would give us, after reconstruction and normalization, P̂(User, Movie, LastMovieWatchedByUser,
Month). Naturally, the contingency tables for tensors are very sparse, in particular if one considers
that the involved variables often have many thousand
states; the goal of this paper is to exploit structure in
the data, visualized as graphical models, to generate
data-efficient models. Graphical models are a common approach for exploiting independencies in highdimensional domains.
We believe that this new way of the application of
graphical model can lead to quite interesting and powerful models. A particular benefit is the modularity of
the approach which permits a separate optimization of
local models, which, of course, is the benefit of graphical models —in particular of Bayesian networks and
decomposable models— in general (Lauritzen, 1996).
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe related work. In Section 3 we describe the basic idea and in Section 4 we develop the
approach using data from a social network. We show
that contextual information can improve the prediction. Section 5 contains our conclusions.

2

RELATED WORK

Graphical models have a long history in expert
systems and statistical modeling (Lauritzen, 1996).
Graphical models have also been applied to relational
domains. Prominent examples are Probabilistic Relational Models (Koller and Pfeffer, 1998; Getoor
et al., 2007), Markov Logic Networks (Domingos and
Richardson, 2007), and Infinite Hidden Relational
Models (Kemp et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006). Although being very general, the application of these
models to a given relational domain might still be
tricky: Probabilistic Relational Models require involved structural optimization, Markov Logic Networks depend on the available of rule sets and logical
expressions (approximately) valid in the domain and
Infinite Hidden Relational Models require complex
inference processes. Here, we focus on the modeling
of a single relation which leads to simpler and scalable models. The sampling assumptions in this paper
are similar to the ones made in the pLSI model (Hofmann, 1999) and the underlying assumptions in some
matrix and tensor decomposition approaches (Ren-

dle et al., 2010; Wermser et al., 2011), although in
these papers, this sampling assumption is not stated
explicitly. The difference is that here we exploit interdependencies in the domain using graphical models
whereas those approaches form a joint clustering and
factorization model, respectively. It might be interesting to note that (Rendle et al., 2010) uses a simplified factorized model which consists of sums of terms
defined for individual interactions whereas we obtain
products of simple interaction components. The argument that higher-order tensor models permit the integration of contextual background information was
also made in (Wermser et al., 2011).
There is a large literature on matrix completion
methods, which we apply to model the interactions
in the graphical model (Cands and Recht, 2008). In
particular, the winning entry to the NETFLIX competition used matrix completion approaches (Takacs
et al., 2007; Bell et al., 2010). Tensor factorization has become an area of growing interest. A recent overview has been provided in (Kolda and Bader,
2009).
In (Yu et al., 2006; Salakhutdinov and Mnih,
2007) contextual information was included in matrix
completion approaches. A Gaussian noise model is
employed which is more suitable for modeling continuous and ordinal quantities, such as a user score for a
movie, than for the likelihood of the existence of a relation, as we are doing here. Also, those approaches
often have difficulties in situations where only positive examples for a relation are available; they need to
distinguish between true negatives (e.g., it is known
that a user does not like a movie) and missing information (e.g., it is unknown if a user likes a particular movie). Bernoulli and Gaussian sampling approaches have been pursued in (Chu et al., 2006; Chu
and Ghahramani, 2009).

3 RELATIONAL POPULATIONS,
GRAPHICAL STRUCTURES,
AND THE MULTINOMIAL
MODEL
In this section we describe the standard objectcentered sampling model and contrast it with the
relation-oriented sampling model used in this paper.

3.1 Standard Object-Oriented
Sampling Assumption
Traditionally, statistical units, i.e. data points, are
associated with objects and statistical models con-
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Figure 1: Left: In a more traditional view, each row is
defined by a user and the columns represent the different
items. A one indicates that a user has purchased an item.
Right: Each row is defined by an event user-buys-item,
which is the sampling assumption used in this paper.

cern the statistical dependencies between attributes of
those objects. A typical example is a medical domain where one analyzes the dependencies between
the attributes of a population of patients, for example in form of a Bayesian network. In a data matrix
the patients would define the rows and would act as a
unique identifiers and the attributes would define the
columns. A fundamental task is then to predict if a
novel object belongs to the same population (density
estimation), or what values a variable has to assume
such that the likelihood that the object belongs to the
same population is maximized (predictive modeling).
This approach is also quite common in modeling
relational domains. For example, one might analyze
the preferences of a population of U users based on
user attributes and based on known preferences for I
items, e.g., buy(User, Item), where the preferences are
essentially also treated as attributes of the users (Figure 1, Left). In (Breese et al., 1998) a Bayesian network is described where a binary node x j represents
an item and the state of the node indicates if a user has
bought an item (x j = 1) or not (x j = 0). The Bayesian
network models then
P̂(x1 , . . . , xI ).
(1)
A problem one encounters in these models is that
one needs to distinguish between relationships known
not to exist and relations that are unknown. For example, in the Bayesian networks in (Breese et al.,
1998) and in the Dependency Networks (Heckerman
et al., 2000) missing relations are treated as not-toexist whereas in (Koller and Pfeffer, 1998; Xu et al.,
2006; Domingos and Richardson, 2007; Getoor et al.,
2007) Gibbs sampling and loopy belief propagation
are used for dealing with unknown relationships.

3.2

Relation-Oriented Sampling
Assumption

In our relation-oriented view, an instance is defined
by an observed relation, i.e., a tuple, typically describ-

ing the relationship between two or more objects (Figure 1, Right). The population then consists of all true
tuples and a sample is a random subset of those true
tuples. Thus, whereas in the previous subsection we
assumed that either users or items define the rows in
the data matrix, here we assume that each observed
instantiated relation (tuple) defines a row.
Considering again the relation buy(User, Item), the
data matrix would contain two columns encoding the
user and the item, respectively, and a model would
estimate
P̂(User = u, Item = i).
(2)
Note that whereas Equation 1 describes a probability
distribution over I binary variables, this equation describes a multinomial model with two variables where
the two variables have U and I states, respectively.
Considering now that we generalize from two to A
attributes that describe a relation, i.e., are informative
for determining the existence of a relation, the basic
problem is to evaluate P(x1 , . . . , xA ), i.e., the probability that a novel relationship with attributes x1 , . . . , xA
is likely to exist. Alternatively, it might be interesting
to predict the most likely value of one of the attributes
given other attributes, such as P(x1 |x2 , . . . , xA ), e.g.,
the probability of an item x1 given a user x2 and given
contextual information x3 , . . . , xA .
In object-to-object relationships, variables typically contain many states and a contingency table involving all variables can be very sparse. In highdimensional domains graphical models have been
quite effective in the past (Lauritzen, 1996) and so
in this paper we will apply them as well. As discussed earlier, the novelty in this paper is that we apply graphical models in domains where the relations
form the instances and where we model just a single relation instead of a whole network of entities and
their relationships.
For our purpose, Bayesian networks and decomposable models are most suitable. For a Bayesian network model, the probability distribution factors as
A

P(x1 , . . . , xA ) = ∏ P(xi |par(xi ))
i=1

A

P(xi , par(xi ))
.
i=1 P(par(xi ))
Typically a Bayesian network is depicted as a directed graphical model without directed loops. In this
model, par(xi ) denotes the direct parents of xi .
Given a Bayesian network structure, the task
is then to model P(xi |par(xi )), or equivalently,
P(xi , par(xi )). If the involved variables have many
states, matrix and tensor completion methods have
been successful in the past and we also apply those
in our approach, as described in the next Section.
=∏
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4.1

DEVELOPMENT OF A
CONCRETE MODEL USING
DATA FROM THE GETGLUE
SOCIAL NETWORK SITE
GetGlue: A Social Network Site

We based our experiments on GetGlue
(http://getglue.com), a social network that lets
users connect to each other and share Web navigation
experiences. In addition, GetGlue uses semantic
recognition techniques to identify books, movies,
and other similar topics and publishes them in the
form of data streams. Users can observe the streams
and receive recommendations on interesting findings
from their friends. Both the social network data
and the real-time streams are accessible via Web
APIs. Users have online names, and they know
and follow other users using well-known Semantic
Web vocabularies, such as the Friend of a Friend
(FOAF) vocabulary for user names and the knows
relationship, and the Semantically Interlinked Online
Communities (SIOC) for the follows relationship.
Objects represent real-world entities (such as movies
or books) with a name and a category. Resources
represent information sources that describe the actual
objects, such as webpages about a particular movie
or book.
In the following we use GetGlue data for recommending items, in particular movies, to users. This is
essentially a probability density estimation problem
since we estimate the probability that a novel usermovie pair belongs to the population.

4.2

Modeling User-Movie Events

We model the event that a user watches a movie. The
graphical model consists of two attributes, i.e., the
user and the movie (Figure 2). The rows in the data
matrix are then defined by known user-movie events
and the columns consists of two variables with as
many states as there are users and movies, respectively. A contingency table C is formed. Entry cu,m
counts how often user u has watched movie m. By
dividing the entries by the overall counts, we can interpret the entries as estimates for the probabilities
of observing a user-movie pair under this sampling
assumption, i.e. as a maximum likelihood estimate
of P(u, m). This matrix will contain many zero entries and the maximum likelihood estimates are notoriously unreliable. We follow common practice and
smooth the matrix using a matrix factorization approach. We perform a singular value decomposition

U

M

Figure 2: A graphical model for the dependencies between
users U and movies M.

CCT = U DU T and obtain the low-rank approximation (Huang et al., 2010)
µ
¶
dl
Ĉ = Us diags
Us>C
dl + λ
³
´
l
where diags d d+λ
is a diagonal matrix containing
l
the s leading eigenvalues in D and where Us contains
the corresponding s columns of U. λ is a regularization parameter. After proper normalization Ĉ, the entries can be interpreted as P̂(u, m), i.e., an estimate of
the probability of observing the relation that user u
watches movie m.1
It should be noted that matrix completion is an active area of research and many other matrix completion methods are applicable as well. Recommendations for users can now be based on P̂(u, m).

4.3 Adding Information on the Last
Movie Watched
Certainly, there is a sequential nature of the userwatches-movie process that the model so far cannot capture. In particular we might consider the last
movie that a user has watched as additional information (Rendle et al., 2010). Note that we now obtain
a truly ternary relation watches(u,m,l) consisting of
user, movie and last movie l watched by the user. The
approach followed in (Rendle et al., 2010) is to consider a three-way contingency table and apply tensor
factorization as a tensor smoothing approach. There
it was argued that general tensor factorization, such
as PARAFAC or Tucker (Kolda and Bader, 2009), are
too difficult to apply in this situation since the contingency table is very sparse and a simplified additive model is applied. In our approach we suggest
that an appropriate graphical model is shown in Figure 3 (left).2 The model indicates that the last movie
1 Normalization

takes care that all entries are non-zero
and are smaller than one. Incidentally, this step turns out to
be unnecessary in the regularized reconstruction, since after matrix completion all entries already obeyed these constraints. A second step ensures that the sum over matrix
entries is equal to one.
2 A link from the last movie to movie might appear more
plausible. If one does that change, the link between user
and movie would need to point from movie to user, such
that no collider (more than one link pointing to the same
node) appears. With a collider one would need to use a
tensor model as a local model.
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Figure 3: Left: As additional information, the last movie,
which the user has watched, is added. Right: The month
when the user watches the movie is added.

watched by a user directly influences the next movie
that a user watches but that given that information,
last movie and user are independent. The great advantage now is that we do not need to readapt the usermovie model but can model independently the movielast-movie dependency. Again we calculate empirical
probabilities based on the contingency table, smooth
the table using matrix factorization and obtain P̂(m, l).
We combine both models and form
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Figure 4: Experiments with social networks data without
model regularization. NDCG score as a function of s, the
rank in the matrix completion.
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P̂(u, m)P̂(m, l)
P̂(u, m, l) =
.
P̂(m)

4.4

Adding Time of the Event
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Note that in contrast to (Rendle et al., 2010), we do
not obtain a sum of local models but a product of local
models.

0.2

Next we consider the instance of time when a movie
is watched t. Certainly, the preference for movies
changes in time and at certain instances in time a
movie might be very popular and then decrease in
popularity. Also, a movie can only be watched after it is released. Time of watching in units of month
is added to the model. Again we formed an empirical
estimate based on the movie-time of watching contingency table. The graphical model is shown in Figure 3
(right).
We now obtain
P̂(u, m, l,t) =

4.5

P̂(u, m)P̂(m, l)P̂(m,t)
.
(P̂(m))2

Experimental Results

In Figures 4 and 5 we see experimental results. The
results are based on 3076 users and 9707 movies and
we considered 44 months. Before smoothing, the
user-movie matrix had 1.8% nonzero entries and the
last movie-movie matrix had 1.21% nonzero entries.
In all experiments, we display the cross-validated
(5 folds) NDCG score (Jarvelin and Kekalainen,
2000) (described in the Appendix) as a function of
the rank s of the approximation. The top plot shows
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Figure 5: The same model as in Figure 4 but with regularization (λ > 0).

results without regularization (λ = 0) and the bottom
shows a regularized solution. The regularizes solution shows much better performance and will now
be discussed. MT is the baseline and shows the predictive performance if movies are simply rated based
in their overall popularity in a given month. LM already shows much better performance where the prediction is based on information about the last movie
watched. This model purely models the Markov property of the event of watching movies. UM shows the
performance based on the classical user-movie model
and is better than the LM model. Thus, personalization is more informative than sequence information.
Most interesting, by combining both sources of information, the performance is greatly improved (UM
+ LM). UM + LM + MT combines the user-movie,

actions between more than two many-state variables
need to be modeled, one can employ tensor factorization (Kolda and Bader, 2009) for the local models.
In terms of scalability, the limiting factor is the
matrix completion step but very fast solutions have
recently been proposed (Cands and Recht, 2008).
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Figure 6: The figure shows results obtained by simply
adding the estimated probabilities for the components.

movie-last move and the movie-time model, thus information about when the movie was watched was included. The superior performance of the combined
model clearly confirms the benefits of the proposed
approach.
An interesting question is how a simple averaging
of the probabilities of the individual models would
perform. Figure 6 shows that adding the individual
models also improves the performance but that the
gain is better in our approach, based on a multiplicative model.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described a novel approach
for applying graphical models to relational domains.
We define a statistical unit, i.e., instance, by objectto-object relationships. We applied our approach to a
social network setting and to user-item modeling and
showed that contextual information can be included
to improve prediction accuracy. The great advantage
of the approach is its modularity which permits the
modeling of domains with many variables. Note that
information such as the last movie watched by the
user would be very difficult or impossible to encode
by most other relational learning approaches.
Several extension are possible. First, we used regularized matrix factorization for approximating the
local probability distributions. Any other of the available matrix completion approaches could be used as
well (Cands and Recht, 2008), in particular if the
number of objects grows beyond a few thousand. Secondly, in this paper the local models described interactions between two variables. In case that local inter-
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APPENDIX
Details on the NDCG Score
We use the normalized discounted cumulative gain
(NDCG) to evaluate a predicted ranking. NDCG is
calculated by summing over all the gains in the rank
list R with a log discount factor as
NDCG(R) =

1
2r(k) − 1
,
∑
Z k log(1 + k)

where r(k) denotes the target label for the k-th ranked
item in R, and r is chosen such that a perfect ranking obtains value 1. To focus more on the top-ranked
items, we also consider the NDCG@n which only
counts the top n items in the rank list. These scores
are averaged over all ranking lists for comparison.

